
P.O. Box 1749 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 3A5 Canada    

Item No. 15.1.7 
Halifax Regional Council 

August 13, 2019 

TO: Mayor Savage and Members of Halifax Regional Council 

SUBMITTED BY: 
Jacques Dubé, Chief Administrative Officer 

DATE: July 18, 2019 

SUBJECT: Feasibility of Rockcliffe Crescent Extension, Hammonds Plains 

ORIGIN 

On November 25, 2015, the following motion of Regional Council regarding Item 15.1 was put and 
passed: 

“That Halifax Regional Council request a staff report on the feasibility of developing a Rockcliffe extension 
across Hammonds Plains Road to Highland Park south side and to create a new second entrance to the 
Highland Park subdivision."   

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 

The Halifax Regional Municipality Charter Section 322(1) states: 

“The Council may design, lay out, open, expand, construct, maintain, improve, alter, repair, 
light, water, clean, and clear streets in the Municipality.” 

The Controlled Access Streets By-Law, S-900, states: 

“4. The streets, or portions thereof, within the core area and under the control of the 
municipality as listed in Schedule A are hereby as controlled access streets, where no new 
access will be permitted except in exceptional circumstances and only in accordance with 
good street access management principles. 
… “ 

6. (1) Where a street, or a portion thereof, or any land has been designated as a
controlled access street, as listed in Schedule A, no new public roadway or driveway
connections shall be permitted except as approved by the Engineer.

(2) On a street listed in Schedule A, no person shall, without a written permit from the
Engineer: 
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(a) construct, use or allow the use of, any public road, private road, entrance-way or gate 
which or part of which is connected with or opens upon the controlled access street; or 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Regional Council direct the CAO to maintain the existing street network 
connections to the Hammonds Plains Road for the Highland Park subdivision; and allow construction of a 
second connection to the Highland Park Subdivision to take place through the subdivision approval 
process.   
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Motion: 
The Highland Park subdivision is divided by Hammonds Plains Road, with approximately 485 dwelling units 
to the southeast and approximately 295 dwelling units to the northwest of the road (Attachment A). The 
initial development of the subdivision began in the early 1970’s, with the northwest portion of the 
development completed in 2005.  This section of the subdivision is served by a single connection to 
Hammonds Plains Road at Northwood Road.  
 
Regional Council has requested that staff provide a report on the feasibility of developing an extension of 
Rockcliffe Crescent across Hammonds Plains Road to create a new second entrance to the existing 
Highland Park subdivision on the northwest side of Hammonds Plains Road. 
 
Hammonds Plains Road Status: 
Hammonds Plains Road between Pockwock Road and Highway 103 is a Controlled Access Street pursuant 
to By-Law S-900.  The Highland Park subdivision is located within the Controlled Access limits of 
Hammonds Plains Road.  The locations of existing intersections with Hammonds Plains Road in this area 
have been pre-approved.  No new road or driveway intersections are permitted unless approved by the 
Engineer in cases of exceptional circumstances as set out in the By-law.   
 
Second Access Requirements: 
The current Municipal Design Guidelines (Red Book) require every lot in a new subdivision to have at least 
two independent street accesses to the existing broader street network for safety purposes and to provide 
routine connectivity throughout the community.  A second connection to another local street satisfies this 
requirement and the Design Guidelines do not require that a development have two independent accesses 
to a collector or trunk highway.  The current road network in this area is compliant with these requirements. 
 
Road Reserve and Property Ownership: 
Provision for a future second access to the Highland Park subdivision north of Hammonds Plains Road was 
envisioned during previous subdivision approvals and a road reserve was created and retained by the NS 
Department of Transportation. Attachment “B” shows the 1990 NS Department of Transportation road 
alignment plan for an extension of Rockcliffe Crescent across Hammonds Plains Road to Grant Line Road 
including an additional connection to Sylvania Terrace.  The lands for these street extensions are now 
owned by Halifax Regional Municipality and the NS Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal (NSTIR) 
(Attachment C).   
 
Council should note that the previous owner of the property containing the road reserve has indicated that 
the land was conveyed to the former County of Halifax on the condition that the road be completed and the 
existing Grant Line Road intersection at Hammonds Plains Road be closed.  It is noted that the reference 
to the former County of Halifax is potentially inaccurate as the NS Department of Transportation had 
authority for local subdivision roads at that time.  Staff have been unable to find a record of any commitment 
to construct the road by the Province of Nova Scotia or the former Halifax County.   
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Approved Concept Subdivision Plans: 
The lands adjacent to the Highland Park Subdivision are the subject of approved Concept and Tentative 
subdivision plans that include construction of a road connection from Hammonds Plains to the Grant Line 
Road. A commitment from the Province to share the construction costs for the road with the developer did 
exist as part of a 2005 Concept subdivision approval for adjacent lands.  That commitment is outlined in a 
letter from NS Department of Transportation and Public Works that agrees to a 33% share on the portion 
from Hammonds Plains Road to Sylvania Terrace and a 50% share on the portion from Sylvania Terrace 
to Grant Line Road (on the condition that the developer also close the existing connection of Grant Line 
Road to Hammonds Plains Road). The Province subsequently transferred Grant Line Road to HRM – and 
HRM indicated that it would not participate in cost sharing with the developer.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Second Connection - Subdivision Process: Concept and Tentative subdivision plans were approved for 
lands adjacent to Highland Park between 2005 and 2006.  The construction of the Rockcliffe Crescent 
extension from Hammonds Plains Road to Grant Line Road is required as a condition of Final Subdivision 
approval along with a second required connection to the Highland Park subdivision at Carmel Crescent 
(see Attachment D).  While a second connection to Highland Park subdivision is required, that connection 
is not located at Sylvania Terrace and the timing of that construction is entirely dependent on the developer 
proceeding with their approved subdivision rights.  There has not been any material progress on either 
application since their Tentative Subdivision approvals. 
 
Public Safety: 
In recent years, the residents of the Highland Park subdivision have requested traffic signals, crosswalks, 
overhead flashing and/or a beacon light for the intersection of Hammonds Plains Road and Northwood 
Terrace, the existing access to this neighbourhood.  The Municipality uses the Transportation Association 
of Canada traffic signal warrant analysis to determine if traffic signals are needed.  In 2017, the intersection 
of Hammonds Plains Road and Northwood Terrace scored 82 points, where 100 points must be achieved 
for signal installation to be considered.   
 
The lack of a second access has also been identified by the residents as a potential safety concern related 
to emergency response times and evacuation. The northwestern section of Highland Park is within the 
response zone of Halifax Fire Station 50, which is located to the east of the neighbourhood (Attachment 
D).  The potential new road would only provide a response time saving if Fire Station 65 was responding, 
which is located to the west of the neighbourhood, and only if responding to certain lots within the 
neighbourhood.  Halifax Fire confirmed that the neighbourhood is appropriately serviced by Fire Station 50 
but advise there could be benefits from a second access for potential evacuation purposes. 
 
Cost Estimate and Options (Sylvania Terrace Connection): 
The construction of the approximately 200-metre-long road connection from Hammonds Plains Road to 
Sylvania Terrace is estimated to cost in the order of $700,000. Should Regional Council decide to pursue 
the extension of Rockcliffe Crescent and Sylvania Terrace through to the Hammonds Plains Road as a 
municipal initiative, there are several options to fund the work as described below:  
 

1. The Municipality could fund construction of the roadway itself, using money from a future capital 
budget.   

 
2. The Municipality could fund the construction of the roadway itself and recover a portion of the cost 

through an Infrastructure Charge on undeveloped lands that would benefit from the second access.  
HRM would assume the cost of the existing developer’s share.  However, with no recent 
development activity in the area, recovering a share from future development could be years away 
or never. 
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3. Council could approve the adoption of a Local Improvement By-Law to set charges for the recovery 
of the capital cost of the road extension.  This would involve collecting a charge from both 
developed and undeveloped properties.  Unlike Option 2, the timing of the collection of the Local 
Improvement Charge could be specified in the By-Law. 

 
Summary and Conclusion: 
Some general benefits may be realized from the creation of a second access to Hammonds Plains Road 
from the Highland Park subdivision.  However, based on existing regulations and standards, the connection 
is not required at this time for safety, traffic operations or strategic transportation purposes.  No conditions 
presently exist that would lead staff to recommend expenditure of public funds to establish that connection. 
 
Subject to final design approval, a proposed second road connection to the Highland Park subdivision has 
been approved at Carmel Crescent as part of the subdivision process on adjacent lands.  A road reserve 
has been secured in public ownership to allow that construction to take place. Completion of that final 
design and the timing of construction is entirely at the discretion of the developer of the surrounding lands.  
This connection would be constructed by the developer and acquired by the Municipality at no cost. 
 
A connection to the Highland Park subdivision at Sylvania Terrace is not required as a condition of approval 
for any existing subdivision applications.  A road reserve has been secured in public ownership to allow 
that construction to take place should it be required in the future. 
 
HRM does not typically expend public funds for road construction and there is a mechanism for it to acquire 
the connection as a public road at no cost.  However, the timing of this depends on development activity in 
the surrounding area. 
 
Under these circumstances, staff recommend that the Municipality not undertake construction of the 
proposed connection at municipal expense either as a capital project or on the basis of cost recovery from 
the developers and/or area residents. 
 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
There are no immediate financial implications associated with the staff recommendation.  The Financial 
Implications of the Alternative is discussed in the “Alternatives” section of this report. 
 
 
RISK CONSIDERATION 
 

Staff Recommendation:  Regional Council not pursue construction of a new road connection between 
Sylvania Terrace and Hammonds Plains Road. 

Risk Likelihood    
(1-5) 

Impact          
(1-5) 

Risk Level     
(L/M/H/VH) 

Mitigation 

Emergency requiring 
evacuation 

1 3 Moderate Emergency responders 
would assist with evacuation 

Emergency at only 
existing access could 
make evacuation 
impossible 

1 4 Moderate Emergency responders 
would assist with evacuation 

 
Alternative:  Regional Council direct the Chief Administrative Officer to pursue construction of an 
extension of Rockcliffe Crescent and a connection to Sylvania Terrace through to the Hammonds Plains 
Road as a municipally funded initiative. 
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Risk Likelihood    
(1-5) 

Impact          
(1-5) 

Risk Level     
(L/M/H/VH) 

Mitigation 

A precedent is set, and 
the Municipality 
continues to upgrade 
neighbourhoods without 
2nd connection at a 
significant cost to the 
Municipality. 

4 5 Very High None 

HRM does not recover 
the construction costs. 

4 2 Low Adopt a Local Improvement 
By-Law to ensure that HRM 
recovers costs. 

 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
No community engagement has taken place.  The road rights of way are already in place and the design 
process for any roadway project would involve community notice. 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
Construction of any new roadway over undeveloped lands has some effects in increased storm-water run-
off, and reduction of tree and plant cover.  In this case, it is unlikely there would be appreciable increased 
motor vehicle traffic, unless new development occurs nearby.   
 
 
ALTERNATIVES 
 
Regional Council could decide to direct the Chief Administrative Officer to pursue construction of an 
extension of Rockcliffe Crescent and a connection to Sylvania Terrace through to the Hammonds Plains 
Road as a municipally funded initiative (subject to the approval of the Engineer and the acquisition of any 
required lands from the Province).  
 
The cost to construct the 200-metre-long road extension is estimated at $700,000 and would have to be 
accommodated in future budget years possibly through the use of a local improvement charge.  The cost 
estimate is very preliminary and is in 2019 dollars.  The new road is not currently programmed or budgeted 
and the estimate would be expected to increase by the time the project was included in the capital and 
operating budgets.  The likelihood of recovering a portion of this cost from future development cannot be 
predicted, as there has been no development activity in recent years in the immediate area that would 
benefit from an extension of Rockcliffe Crescent. 
 
This alternative is not recommended. 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Attachment A – Highland Park Neighbourhood Layout 
Attachment B – Province of Nova Scotia Department of Transportation Access Approval 
Attachment C – Required Land and Ownership 
Attachment D – HRM Fire Stations 50 and 65 response zones 
Attachment E – Developable Land in Highland Park Neighbourhood 
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______________________________________________________________________ 
 
A copy of this report can be obtained online at halifax.ca or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 
902.490.4210. 
 
Report Prepared by: Harrison McGrath, P.Eng, Program Engineer, 902.490.6680 
 Steven Higgins, Manager of Current Planning, 902.490.4382 
 
Report Approved by:       Peter Duncan, P.Eng, Infrastructure Planning Manager, 902.489.4634     
 
Financial Approval by: Jane Fraser, Director of Finance and Asset Management/CFO, 902.490.4630 
                                                                                                         
Report Approved by: Kelly Denty, Director, Planning and Development, 902.490.4800 
  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://www.halifax.ca/
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